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Estimating Price Elasticity under a Declining Block
Structure: the Composition Effect

by Sanford V. Berg*

Econometric studies of the demand for electricity tend to use average

revenue as a proxy for price when there is a declining block structure.

Using illustrative cases, this note indicates how differences in the com-

position of demand may affect estimated demand elasticities. Six special

cases are presented to illustrate how skewness and variance in the com-

position of demand affect the estimation of price elasticites. Three

demand elasticities are used for each of the six composites, to determine

the relationship among the composition of demand, the calculation of price

elasticities, and the estimation of future demand -- given information on

projected average revenue.

The Problem

Griffin (5) has asserted that the use of marginal prices for a fixed

output can result in overestimate estimates of the true price response. In

the example he uses, the fixed output is Q2 (reproduced as Figure 1 below).

However, had he used Q
l

as the fixed output, the calculated price elasticity

would have been
P3 ,*

P3 * - P1*

He argued that the proper price elasticity 'based on the true price differential
~

was

N* =
P *2

P *--""'p *2 "" 1
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The relationsip between NI and N* depends on how much greater P2* is than P3*'

and thus Nl might be greater in absolute value than N
I
* producing an under

estimate of the true price response. Griffin's basic point ~emains) the use

of marginal prices, while theoretically better presents some practical problems.

Nevertheless, if the elasticity (however calculated) provides accurate

estimates of consumption when there are price changes in the block structure,

one might question whether the true elasticity has meatling when an entire block

structure is invGlved. An elasticity derived from average revenue should, of

course, be estimated through a simultaneous equation since average revenue

is determined by the level of consumption. In the extreme case, consumption

variations across communities served by a single utility (with one rate schedule)

would have to be due to socio-economic characteristics of customers, yet we

would observe a nelative relation between average consumption and' average

revenue. Guth (4) notes that Typical Electric Bill data might be used

to avoid the dual causality problem -- although he describes d~ta limit-

ations here too. For example, special water heating rates of electtic

utilities are included in the 250-500 kilowatt-hour bi.nck -- resulting in

abnormally low 500 KWH typical bills. Possibly more fundamental than the

question of proxies for price or the issue' of dual causality is the impact

of the composition of aggregate demand upon consumption forecasts based on

conventional price elasticities.

Given an aggregate demand and a price schedule, the composition of demand

will ~termlne the aggregate level of consumption. For simplicity~ we assume

that the aggregate demand has three components (consumers). In the case of

linear demands (with the same price intercepts), each component of the aggregate

has the same elasticity at a given price, yet because of the block structure,

each consumer may face a different marginal price. The aggre8ate price elasti-
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city would then be a weighted average of the components. If, for an identified

demand and two price structures, we had observations on average price and

quantity combinations, the calculated elasticity would tell us little about

what might be expected if average price rose still further -- partly because

of the changing elasticities of the components.

However there is a further problem even if the aggregate demand has a

constant price elasticity, where each component is a fixed proportion of the

total demand. As we shall show, data on changes in aggregate quantity demanded

and changes in average price would still not give a proper estimate of the

aggregate demand elasticity, partly because of consumption indivisibilities

based on the block structure. Thus elasticities calculated on the basis of

past changes in average revenue may not be ideal for projecting future

changes in aggregate quantity demanded.

Methodology

To' facilitate comparisons, six different compositions of aggregate

demand and three different elasticities are considered. The six aggregate

demands are labeled and characterized in Figure~. For example, 'the three

components of composite A are one-sixth, one-sixth and two-thirds of the

aggregate, resulting in a highly skewed composite. Composite B, with one

twelveth, one-fourth, two-thirds, is less skewed but has a higher standard

deviation. Each of the three components of composite C is one-third of the

aggregate~ so C has a zero standard deviation and skewness, and ~erves as a

kind of bench-mark for the study. The remaining three composites, D,E, and

F, are listed in terms of increasing standard deviation; they have zero

skewness.

Three different elasticities are used with each of the six composites



FIGURE )..

CONSTANT ELASTICITY DEMAND COMPONENTS:

(Aggregate Demand, Q =

Composite

1/6

Elasticity (n)
Constant Terms

-.7 -1.0

28.35 9.375

( )
-1.3

3.1

R 1
. a/e atlv~

Standard
Deviation

Re1ativeb/
Ske't,tness

A 1/6 28.35 9.375 3.1 1.2247 .75

2/3 113.4 37.5 12.4

14.175 4.6875 1.55

42.525 14.0625

1/12

B 1/4

2/3 113.4 37.5

4.65 1.2747

12.4

.5938

56.7 18.75

70.875 23.4375

42.525 14.0625

28.35 9.375

99.225 32.8125 10.85

1/3

C 1/3

1/3

1/4

D 1/3

5/12

1/6

E 1/3

1/2

1/12---=

F 1/3

7/12

56.7

56.7

56.7

56.7

85.05

14.175

56.7

18.75

18.75

18.75

18.75

28.125

4.6875

18.75

6.2

6.2

6/2

4.65

6.2

7.75

3.1

6.2

9.3

1.55

6.2

o

.3535

.7071

1.0612

o

o

o

o

~/ This number is the Btandard deviation of ~'s from A composite, divided
by its mean, i.e. cr/~.

l/ This number is a weighted measure of skewness, i.e. E(xi - ~?3~~3.
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to determine the effect of different initial conditions upon the estimation
",');,('t"\.¥

elasticities. So that theft~urves might be fully comparable for one point,

the aggregate amount demanded is set the same for each elasticity at 2,250

KWH (and a price of 2.5¢). This factor facilitates comparisons, but as can

be seen in Graph I, at a single price of 7.5~ the amount demanded for a more

elastic demand (-:1.3) will be about half of that for the relatively inelastic

demand (-.7). The unitary elasticity demand serves as a mid-point for making

comparisons of how different compositions of demand affect estimated elas-

ticities.

We are dealing with aggregate and component demands with constant

elasticities, so if a single price were being charged, and the price

increased, we could predict the new aggregate amount demanded for each

elasticity. However, for a declining block .structure, a given change

in the structure will affect aggregate demand differently, depending

on the composition of demand. In such situations, the estimated

elasticity (from a fully identified shift in the price structure) will

diverge from the actual elasticity. The question addressed here is

whether the divergencies depend in a systemmatic way upon the charac-

teristics of the aggregate (composite) demand, particularly its standard

deviation and skewness.

Results

Sinc~ there are three discrete groupings of customers, the eJtimated

elasticities of demand will tend to reflect discontinuities incpnsumption.

If the component demands were defined in terms of a density function, the

comparisons of quantity demanded under alternative price structures would

yield less dramatic results. Nevertheless, the basic point stressed here

would still be supported under composite demands involving greater continuity.
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Three different price changes are used to determine whether average

price is an adequate proxy in estimating demand elasticities under declining

2/
block structures;- In each case, there is a uniform increase in the rate

schedule. The initial schedule is 7.5¢ per KWH from 0-250 KWH, 5¢ per KWH

for 250-500 KWH, and 2.5¢ per KWH beyond 500 KWH. Figure 3 shows the actual

and estimated elasticities for a l¢ increase in each block of the entire

structure -- as though a fuel adjustment has shifted the price schedule

upwards. Also shown is the percentage change in average price, or more

precisely average revenue.

Generalizations are difficult to make using this framework, but the

calculated arc elasticities are closest to the actual elasticities for composite

C, where each component is one-third of the total. As skewness increases,

the calculated elasticities tend to be further from the actual. And compositeS

D,E, and F (where skewness equals zero), tend to underestimate the elasticity

to a greater degree as the standard deviation increases. However, for

F (with n = -.7) and D (with n = 1.3), other factors seem to swamp this

tendency.

In FilUre~, only a 1/2¢ increase is applied to each initial schedule

to see whether a smaller proportional price change might alter their results.

In general, the calculated percentage increase in average price is about

half that for FigureJ. And again, higher skewness and standard deviation

tend to increase the divergence of the calculated from. the actual elasticity.
; ~

Figure ~contains the results of an additional l/2¢ increase applied to the

new schedule. This experiment is important, since even if the calculated

1/ It is clear that an increase in
in the tail block (affecting only heavy
composites differently than in the case
structure.

average revenue due to an increase
users) will have to affect the various
of a general increase in the price
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Elasticity Estimated For 1¢ Increase

Composite -.7

Elasticity and (~P/P)

-1.0 -1.3

A
(1/6, 1/6, 1/3)

B
(1/12,1/4, 2/3)

C
(1/3, , 1/3, 1/3)

D
(1/4, 1/3,5112)

E
(1/6, 1/3, 1/2)

F
(1/12,1/3,7/12)

- .75

- .81

- .69

- .50

- .36

-1.34

( .27)

(.26)

(.17)

(.16)

( .15)

(.45)

-1.49

-1.46

-1.03-

-1.00

- .72

- .46

(.56)

(.56)

(.18)

(.17)

(.16)

(.16)

- .42

- .54

-1.45·

-2.22

-1.26

- .89

(.14)

( .14)

(.12)

(.19)

( .17)

(.20)

Ex Post Schedule:
0-250 KW-H's ••••• ~ •••• 8.5¢ per KW-H,
250-500 KW-H's •••••••• 6.0¢ per KW-H,
500 KW-H's and above •• 3.5¢ per KW-H.

*Arc elasticity estimates based on a comparison of aggregate quantities
demanded and average revenue before and after a fuel adjustment of 1¢ per
kilowatt-hour.

Ex Ante Schedule:
0-250 KW-H's •••••••••• 7.5¢ per KW-H,
250-500 KW-H's •••••••• 5.0¢ per KW-H,
500 KW-H's and above •• 2.5¢ per KW-H.



FIGURE !{
E1asiticity Estimates For a 1/2¢ Increase

Composite -.7

Elasticity and (!1P /P)
-1.0 -1.3

A
(1/6, 1/6, 1/3)

B
(1/12,1/4, 2/3)

C
(1/3, 1/3, 1/3)

D
(1/4, 1/3,5/12)

E
(1/6, 1/3, 1/2)

F
(1/12,1/3,7/12)

- .70

- .84

-1.10

- .55

- .34

- .82

(.15)

(.14)

(.09)

(.08)

(.08)

(.13)

-1.61

-1.61

-1.02

- .96

- .51

- .46

( .5)

( .5)

( .1)

(.09)

(.08)

(.08)

- .43

- .43

- .89

-1.09

-1.29

- .59

(.07)

(.07)

(.06)

(.08)

(.09)

(.12)

*Based on a comparison of aggregate quantities demanded and_ average re-
venue before and after a fuel adjustment of 1/2¢ per kilowatt-hour. .

Ex Ante Schedule: Ex Post Schedule:
0-250 KW-H's .•••••••.. 7.5¢ per KWH, 0-250 KW-H's ••••.••.•• 8.0¢ per KWH,
250-500 KW-H's •.•••••. 5.0¢ per KWH, 250-500 KW-H's ••.•••.• 5.5¢ per KWH,
500 KW-H's and above •. 2.5¢ per KWH. 500 KW-H's and above •. 3.0¢ per KWH.
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Elasticity Estimates For an Additional 1/2¢ Increase*

Composite
-.7

Elasticity and (~P iF)
-1.0 -1.3

A
(1/6, 1/6, 1/3)

B
(1/12,1/4, 2/3)

C
(1/3, 1/3, 1/3)

D
(1/4, 1/3,5/12)

E
(1/6, 1/3, 1/2)

F
(1/12,1/3,7/12)

- .81

- • 77

- .60

- .43

- .39

-1.57

( .12)

(. '12)

(.08)

(.08)

(.07)

(.32)

- .43

- .21

-1.04

-1.05

- .93

- .45

(.06)

(.06)

(.09)

(.08)

(.08)

(.07)

- .41

- .63

-2.06

-3.13

-1.23

-1.33

(.07)

( .07)

(.06)

(.11)

(.08)

(.08)

* .; ..~
Based <In'"'" results of 1/2¢ fuel adj ustment applied to pre-existin-g fuel

adjustment of 1/2¢ (See Figure 3 for the initial price structure.-
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elasticity is incorrect -- it may still give a correcl~~~6iction for future

price increases. However, for a majority of the eilhteen calculated elas-"

ticities (three elasticities for each of six composites), the numbers differ

by large factors. For these two 1/2¢ steps, the calculated elasticities for

composite C tend to be close to actual only for :unitary elasticity. The

first 1/2¢ jump gives estimates of -1.10 instead -.7 and -.89 instead of

-1.3, while the second 1/2¢ jump results in estimates of -.60 and -2.06

respectively. In addition, for unitary elasticity for the first jump we

calculate -1.61 for composites A and B, but for the second jump, we calculate

-.43 and-.21, respectively. Thus, the calculated elasticities for the

initial 1/2¢ price increase would not have been helpful in predicting the

new quantity demanded (given the new average revenue).

Conclusions

Time series and cross section studies which ignore the composition of

demand may be inadequate for projecting future consumption. We hav~ shown

how observations at two points in time may not provide adequate information

on the responsiveness of aggregate consumption to changes in the level of

the rate structure (let alone in the shape of the schedule). In addition,

if the price-quantity combinations for the eighteen observations (six

composites with three different price schedules) for the same elasticities

were pooled for cross section analysis, the estimates would miss the mark,

for the aggregate in the case of unity elasticity would not cluster very neatly,

due to the interaction of the different compositions of demand and the price

and the variance would be subs tantial.

schedule.11

For example, the eighteen observations

It is likely the micro data on individual consuming units (or

1/ Chapman, et.al. (3) empirically examine the effects of a flattening
of residential rate structures on aggregate consumption and find that it is
not likely to affect the aggregate consumption, but only the mix of customers.
Their characterization of the level and shape of the rate s chedute does not
adequately address the problem of composi tion of demand. - -
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at least by census tract) are necessary to further refine our ability to

project consumption in the presence of a block price structure.
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